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Looking Back into the Future 

While thinking about what to write to introduce Dreamstreets #53, I looked back 
over our history, our varied ways to reach people with the work of local literary 
artists, whether it be through print or broadcast media, and through all the stops 
and starts, our successes and shortcomings, all leading to where we’ve found 
ourselves sixteen years into the 21st century. We’ve made it into the future. We’ve 
been here long enough to realize a whole new generation of literary artists 
growing up around us, and yet after almost 40 years, we still have more to say. 
So, here goes: 
 In this issue there’s work by those who’ve been at the core of the 
Dreamstreets effort; contributions from yours truly, along with Douglas Morea, 
Phillip Bannowsky and Franetta McMillian. Robert Hambling Davis’ fiction has 
been represented in Dreamstreets since the beginning. Also within are works from 
those we believe deserve to be read, namely Jeffrey Little and Patrice Gibbs. 
There are examples of visual art from local artists Roldan West and Elby Rogers, 
as well as from George Stewart who has been closely associated with 
Dreamstreets since the early days. 
 One thing about this issue is the proponderance of prose, a literary form 
that doesn’t always get a lot of exposure. We’ve always considered a reason to 
exist, and role for Dreamstreets, is to 
provide a place for local prose. 
 Another componenet of the 
Dreamstreets project is to remember 
our literary and cultural history. 
Examples from two of the more 
important figures in Delaware 
cultural history are here. One of those 
is 20th century artist William D. White. 
One of White’s painting shown here 
in a photo from 1959 with yours truly 
as a nineteen year old with my friend 
Jonathan Bragdon (on left), whose 
recent artwork provides the cover art 
for this issue. You’ll see that painting, in all its splendor inside.  
 Also represented is a piece of fiction from John Lofland, who has been 
denigrated and misunderstood by critics who have known very little about him. 
The example here is one that had been thought to be lost, originally relegated to 
obscurity for political reasons. We explain within. 
 So let us begin, and since it’s baseball season, let us begin with a baseball 
poem from our own stalwart poet Douglas Morea. 

–– Steven Leech 
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Douglas Morea       
   
Ghost of Casey at the Bat 
 
 
The outlook wasn’t brilliant for the Yanks at home that day. 
The Redsox had ‘em 2 to 1, the 9th’s last half to play. 
With 2 men out and bases full, the Yanks had one last shot. 
The pretzels shredded all their salt, the hot dogs weren’t hot. 
 
“What devil slipped in that name?”  Yank’s manager spat with hate. 
But some old wastrel Casey stepped up to the plate.  
The crowd of thousands slowly hushed as whispers went around: 
“It’s Ghost of Casey at the Bat”—and after that, no sound. 
 
Red’s pitcher cried, “I’ll walk him.”  His manager said, “You can’t. 
It’d score the tying run, too risky, so pray unless you chant. 
Besides, his pride’ll strike him out, your job’s good as done. 
Just make him miss your last strike, and our game is won.” 
 
Although a ghost, Casey steps up to his place. 
Redemption more than vengeance puts blood in Casey’s face. 
Boston’s pitcher, blood run cold, heaves forth with a sigh, 
prayer sent up to Heaven through such purity of sky. 
 
Casey swings, and with such force— behold a lightning flash! 
Out of the park, ball ghost itself, banished with that lash. 
Casey saunters to the bat boy,  yields with total grace 
Bat and helmet, dons his cap, and trots across first base. 
 
Ghost, through stadium walls he marches forward and around 
Up Bronx, Connecticut: Stamford, New Haven, 
Sag Harbor across the Sound. 
Hail Providence, and Cape Cod, at Boston tips his hat 
To Fenway Park: good manners always, always remember that. 
 
Portland, Maine, Casco Bay, Bailey Island, he sweeps past, 
And Cadillac Mt. Desert Isle, “Hey, I drive Cadillacs at last.” 
Halifax, Cape Breton north toward round Sainte Anne Des Monts 
on westward down St. Laurence Seaway, “Feels like halfway home.” 
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He tarries in a Quebec bistro for a sweet French lunch. 
Owner says, “No check.”  “Thanks,” says Casey, on a hunch 
Adds, “ Living well’s the best revenge.”  They part with an embrace. 
(Later Umps as one cheer Quebec honorary 2nd base.) 
 
Westward  wends through waters he on to Lake Champlain, 
And with his wake waves to the Adirondacs, to their beauty plain. 
Downstream now past Albany on Hudson’s eastern shore, 
Past Bear Mountain, West Point, Point Indian, who could ask for more? 
 
“Hail the bridge they ne’er stop fixin’,” he cries flying by Tappan Zee. 
“But I can’t complain, I too need fixin’, and that’s so plain to see.” 
Back up the Harlem River, eastward, having at last done 
His rough diamond, New England, Canada, shining in the sun, 
 
Again he blows through stadium walls easier than if air, 
3rd base powders with his cleat— at Home Plate?  A pirouette there! 
Many suffer evil deeds, no justice to be had. 
Boston suffers thus so oft, their days are many bad. 
 
So to the patrons of the game, bows Casey long and deep. 
“Begging pardon, but I did have broken promises to keep. 
Before you stands Mighty Casey, no longer proud, but free, 
Chastened and with gratitude, down on bended knee.” 
 
The Redsox will live better days, you can lay to that. 
Wings will come to one that sings, and tips a respectful hat. 
Though granted the Redsox center fielder took two weeks or more 
To find the ball that Casey hit into Labrador. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Can art really address the problem of shallow consumerism, or 
is it all mere pollution in the end? 
 
TheGarbage Gaucho Strikes Again! 
By Robert Hambling Davis 
                                                             
 Action reporter Skip Leedom stands on the steps to Independence 
Hall, pointing at an inverted replica of the national shrine on the sidewalk. 
“He’s named this one, Belly-Up Liberty Bell,” says Leedom. “It is made of 
used car parts and filled with facsimiles of the Declaration of Independence 
on recycled paper.” Leedom unrolls a sample. “In place of the thirteen 
signatures is one, ‘John B. Waste.’ Once again, the Garbage Gaucho has 
used our trash to comment on how we live. Could his message be that 
humans are not only the earth’s biggest polluters, but the worst form of 
pollution themselves? . . . Skip Leedom, First Burst News, Philadelphia.” 

# 
 The Garbage Gaucho shows his work only in Philadelphia. Some 
people speculate that the satirical street artist is Ben Franklin’s descendent, 
genetically inspired by the lightning bolt that graced his ancestor’s kite. 
Others suspect a city trash collector fired for pack-ratting on the job. Those 
who claim to have seen the Garbage Gaucho say he dresses like the Marvel 
supervillain Doctor Doom and has a masked team of assistants who unload 
his works from a moving van.  

Jasper Sisolak, head of Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, says, 
“The Garbage Gaucho redeems our rubbish of all but the tragic 
insignificance of the typical consumer. That alone makes him a true artist.”  

# 
 Early one morning, Mayor Anthony DiAngelo steps out of his 
colonial revival in Chestnut Hill, and sees a human skeleton standing by his 
bird bath on the front lawn. A red balloon, strung to the mandible, bobs 
over the skull. “A PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS” and the tag, “GG,” 
are painted in white shadow letters on the balloon. In the raised left hand 
bone is a dirty penny.  

The First Burst News van wheels up to the curb. DiAngelo runs back 
into his house, locks the door, and calls Police Commissioner Speagle. 
“Double your night crew, offer rewards, bug Leedom’s phone,” says the 
mayor, glaring at the action reporter on the TV. “Organize an art squad. 
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Whatever it takes to catch this crackpot vandal.”  
 “The Garbage Gaucho has struck again. This time, on the front lawn 
of Mayor Anthony DiAngelo’s home,” says Leedom, his flaxen hair waving 
in the breeze as he stands in a jade green blazer beside the skeleton. A 
close-up of the balloon, the penny, the skull. “Does this mean the Garbage 
Gaucho has a bone to pick with our municipal government?” 
 “Can it, you creep!” the mayor yells and shuts off the TV. 
 Cops stake out art galleries, studios, and the city museum on 
Franklin Parkway. Detectives wolf cheese and crackers at openings, and 
sourly browse, wanting to swill the wine to forget this assignment. Speagle 
reinforces his nightshift and offers $1,000 to anyone with information 
leading to the arrest of the Garbage Gaucho, and $500 to whoever reports 
the location of his latest sculpture before the media arrives. Police question 
critics who denounce his work as “ bad anti-art jokes,” “Neo-Dada ad 
nauseam,” and “expository kitsch at its worst.” DiAngelo bans outdoor art 
shows and commissions a search-and-destroy team that gets carried away 
and removes many existing sculptures from playgrounds and parks, but 
not from corporate campuses. Still, the Garbage Gaucho installs three new 
works a week and escapes unseen.  
 DiAngelo calls up Leedom and demands to know the junk sculptor’s 
identity.  
 “He won’t say. And he makes his calls from pay phones. Says he 
hates cell phones.” 
 Is Leedom lying? DiAngelo would bet his budget on it.  
 The Garbage Gaucho celebrates New Year’s eve with a manikin from 
Lord & Taylor on Market Street. Outside the broken storefront window, the 
manikin sports bumpy red wrists, a Halloween knife from Walmart taped 
to one hand, a bronze plaque to the other. The plaque reports 790,000 
attempted suicides in America this year, and includes the verse:  
 
 The forlorn lover  
 Hacks at his wrists  
 With a Bowie knife . . .  
 It’s made of rubber  
 And leaves welts. 

# 
 When Skip Leedom comes to work the first morning in April, a 
satellite dish blocks the sidewalk and half the street in front of the news 
studio. The dish is stuffed with toy cats and dogs sprayed with red paint. 
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Suspended from barely visible high-tensile wires tied to the roof, a Persian, 
a Manx, three Siamese, four tabbies, one whippet, two basset hounds with 
flapped-up ears, and five shorthaired pointers dangle over the dish as if 
falling from the sky. The work is named Cliché and dedicated to 
weatherman Rudy O’Brian, an alleged hydrophobic. By the time Leedom 
arrives, competitors have scooped the story. 
 Thrilled to learn the Garbage Gaucho has sabotaged Leedom, Mayor 
DiAngelo tells Speagle to call off the manhunt. “And if your men spot him 
at work, they are not to arrest him. He’s providing a public service.”  
 “You gotta be kidding. Refuse and Maintenance has threatened to go 
on strike if we don’t stop him. We’re getting a shitload of complaints.”  
 “Okay, okay,” says DiAngelo, recalling it’s an election year. “Just 
don’t take your men off their regular beats. And if you do catch him, I want 
to be the first to talk to him.” 

# 
 The Garbage Gaucho’s notoriety grows and his eco statements draw 
international attention. Over a three-month period, his work becomes such 
a rave that tourism revenues outweigh the monies needed to fund the art 
squad and search-and-destroy team. 
 The publicity gives DiAngelo a higher profile than he ever imagined. 
Whatever the Gaucho’s messages say, the mayor uses them to his 
advantage. Only a fool would pass up this chance to promote himself. 
 Standing by a forty-foot replica of King Kong in front of the city zoo, 
the mayor praises the outlaw art with lines ghostwritten by Jasper Sisolak: 
“Rubbishy monumental with biomorphic innuendoes. Brutish in a big 
way!” The fake ape clutches a blonde sex doll and has a blimp strung to his 
maw. “CUT THE CRITTERS LOOSE AND LET ’EM VOTE, OR I’LL STEAL 
ALL YOUR WOMEN!” it says on the blimp. 
 “He’s got quite of sense of humor,” says DiAngelo, at this first of 
several public appearances in honor of the Garbage Gaucho. “Nothing like 
some mischievous fun to make Philadelphia the most ecologically exciting 
city in the world. See it while you can, right here at our zoo.”  

DiAngelo gives commemorative speeches at the airport, by a crashed 
DC-10 made of beer cans and cell phones, with a banner, “FLY HIGHER 
THAN YOU EVER DREAMED . . . WHEN YOU STILL HAD A BODY”; at 
refineries along the Schuylkill, the sign, “DINOSAURS ARE MAN’S BEST 
FRIENDS,” crowning an oil well made of huge plastic bones; and at 
Independence Hall again, a silicone Uncle Sam this time. “I WANT YOU . . . 
TO STICK IT UP YOUR WANTS!” reads the poster hanging from his 
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middle finger.  
 The mayor is re-elected, more popular than ever. “Here’s to the man 
who ensured our victory and made our city a mecca for eco-tourism!” he 
says, raising his glass to his staff at the inaugural banquet.  
 But when the museum acquires some of the Garbage Gaucho’s 
installations, the guerilla artist stops showing his work, except for one last 
piece by the museum entrance: a battery-powered refrigerator with a see-
through glass door containing the sign, “WHY PAY TO SEE DECAY?” 
written in a variety of fuzzy bright food molds.  
 Philadelphians and eco-tourists beg his return, and DiAngelo has his 
works put back on the street.  
 “The Garbage Gaucho depicts consumerism with a perverse love for 
its toxic ephemera,” DiAngelo says in an interview with Oprah. “He’s the 
only artist I know with the potential to curb throwaway culture.”  
 These gestures fail to lure the mystery sculptor back into action, and 
his fans mourn his retirement.  

One night DiAngelo dreams the Garbage Gaucho has summoned the 
last of his strength in the nuclear winter, to build from the apocalyptic ruins 
his grand finale, the curtain call of his love.  

“He’s not gone,” the mayor murmurs, half-asleep. “He’s just holding 
back for the Big One.”  
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Jeffrey Little 
 
 
 
 
Gone 
 
The red moon went tail and was all.  A clutch of yard birds eyed up the giant pocket  
watch hanging from the hen house wall and consulted their arcane charts.  Practically 
everything that was nothing else was like a buzzard knife and wailed.  Almost  
immediately, boots, and that sound, the inarticulate condensation of a sizzling sixty  
 
cycle hum, walls-off and into skinned foment.  Under a gone sky gone midnight 
muted smoke jar we dig simply to save our skin, we dig and we’re cane buck why, 
thirteen piles for thirteen dodges and a pale whisper off in our blood, in the outback, 
huffing the dozens down.  There is a crazed old bear with a limewood leg skulking 
 
through the forests in search of its lost limb, and for the woman, sitting by a window,  
spinning its fur into a bedspread and a new pair of feet.  The water is different here.  
Above the tilia trees a pair of jackdaws hang frozen for a few seconds in the air  
before falling, like thoughts under a dark blue light, this night now and it’s nothing 
 
is as it once was.  We wait in a puddle of claws, forlorn and ill-advised, as a cumulus 
cloud wheezes away on a bed of throwing stones atop the hummock, sits wondering 
about where it all went, how the sky opened to a sudden stop, that was not a stop, 
but a pause, examined, with a subtle insistence, the atrophy and quotient of raw cost.  
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Operation Fiery Magic 
	  
In the cellar the husks ran wild.  It was the summer 
of the hammer towel and the chicken wing protocol. 
What I thought I’d do had been done.  I was waiting. 
I drove to work on a mirror, and came back home on 
 
same.  I was righteous!  Like some tempered sword  
in a cereal box.  My television set walked off the job, 
was jawing with the others down the corner saloon,  
a smallish man dangling from a ceiling beam by cable 
 
and hoist cold slurring the news.  The piles of black,  
brown and beige bodies were stacked behind a data  
hub that greased the fitted gear works of The Cloud.   
Square one: the mountebank, the teleology of a claw.   
 
I am well aware of the wind.  The Audubon Ballroom, 
where it ran off the rails.  I am in the cellar with all my 
shards, a little card table, a meat grinder and a bottle  
of beer.  Outside, well, those trees, they ain’t bluffing.	  
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The Exact Nature of Visible Light 
 
Yesterday I saw a film  
about Fidel Castro. 
All through the movie  
I wanted to scream 
at the sheet of screen  
in the nearly empty theater 
“Put on a big green  
football helmet instead  
and go spear America in the back!” 
But I just kept drinking  
from my tub of Mr. Pibb. 
When the movie was over 
I wormed through the darkness 
until I found the outline  
of the exit door 
that opened  
into an alley 
beside the building. 
 
There is a string of ants 
scaling a cinderblock wall 
on the garage  
behind my house. 
These ants understand, 
more so than anyone believes, 
and it’s my contention  
their agenda is suspect, 
that it possesses angles 
we choose not to see.  
Proofs, however, elude me. 
Yet anything I do,  
washing the dishes, say, 
or cutting a deck of cards, 
could very well alter  
the atomic structure 
of a thought held in frustration 
and released in a stitch of light. 
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The Propaganda of the Deed 
 
With a deliciously tartan knapsack I have tacked myself back  
from the termitaria of my youth if only of bones and stones 
with holes.  Still, as far as a predator goes, I’ve yet to see  
a thicker cup of fur.  In the propaganda of the deed I must  
 
at least consider the possibility that I am absolved, that I  
must never completely price-out my eyes.  Truly, I wear  
this bickering well.  My inability to transcend the jowly  
tyranny of the instant has given me nothing but this faux  
 
goatskin contemporary couch and its tedious dominion over 
every aspect of my life.  I live between its seams, pillowed 
quadrants which map out, like a network of oubliettes,  
the concourse of human events.  I have seen the ones here  
 
who have never made it out.  Deeper is as the rule.  Today  
I was handed a mix-tape from something precious between  
the floor.  I held it in my hands like a wounded crustacean 
in a silhouette of fluorescent light.  Just what was the proper  
 
response, the answer that’d open a swinging stone door 
and put me face to face with the one web that mattered 
the most?  Twilight banks hard to the left, like a shut-in, 
and it moves when no one is looking.  No one is looking. 



Elby Rogers

Jackie O’s Strange New Life
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Just because they’re elderly is no reason to expect this cab 
driver can get away with turning down a fare 

The Cooper Sisters 
by Patrice Gibbs 
 
The Cooper sisters, Dorothy and Janet, were hard drinking, outspoken, 
streetwise, tough, proud Black women, who took no shit from anybody, 
and nobody gave them any shit.  Both grandmothers, the Cooper sisters 
liked to party and gamble, yet rarely missed a Sunday in church and 
listened to Elijah Muhammad on the radio after church. They could be 
ornery and cantankerous, and were subject to cuss your ass out.   Dorothy 
and Janet were also known to be kind and nurturing, they were loved and 
respected in the neighborhood and were most definitely village queens.  
Admired for their knowledge of our history and for the militant stance 
they were unafraid to take, Dorothy and Janet Cooper had amazing street 
cred for grandmothers.   
 A prime example of that would be the taxi cab incident.  This took 
place in the early seventies.  Dressed for an afternoon outing the Cooper 
sisters decided to take a taxi.  When the taxi arrived, the driver who was 
white took one look at the dark faces of his prospective passengers and 
moaned, “Awwww niggers.”    Dorothy and Janet cussed the driver out, 
marched back in the house, called the taxi company and demanded the 
driver’s job.  The dispatcher told them they would have to come to the 
office and lodge a formal complaint, which of course they did.  The 
manager of the taxi company issued the Cooper sisters an insincere 
apology and brushed them off.  When they balked at this Dorothy and 
Janet were threatened with arrest.  This was the final straw.  Dorothy 
Cooper warned the management of the taxi company that not only were 
taxis no longer welcome in the Hilltop area, but from that day forth no 
taxis were allowed west of Broom Street.  The taxi cab company 
management laughed off what they considered any empty threat.  How 
could these sixty year old grandmothers stop taxis from coming on the 
Hilltop? 
 That evening the Cooper sisters sat on the front porch of their 
house on the corner of 2nd and Rodney Streets, one block west of Broom 
Street.  On the Cooper sisters’ porch was a big blue cooler stocked with 
cold drinks. The cooler stayed on the porch all summer and was open to 
everyone in the neighborhood. As was always the case on warm evenings 
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young men congregated on the corner across the street. Eventually one or 
two of the young men began to saunter across the street to dip in the 
cooler. As each of them did so, one of Cooper sisters would have a little 
talk with the young men. “Yes Ma’am”, was always the enthusiastic reply. 
 The next morning a taxi was headed west on 4th Street. The taxi 
reached the top of the hill and crossed Broom Street. Suddenly out of 
nowhere the taxi was bombarded with bricks and bottles, before it could 
make it to the next corner a garbage can was rolled in front of the taxi 
forcing the driver to slam on brakes. Then three young men with baseball 
bats came up and smashed out all the windows, the headlights, and the 
taillights. They also pounded the body of the taxi making it a literal wreck. 
The driver was left unharmed. Throughout the day the same thing 
happened on 2nd and Broom, 5th and Broom, and 8th and Broom. These 
were all streets going west.  No drivers were hurt but no taxi could make 
it past Broom Street.  The Cooper sisters had drawn the line. 
 By the end of the second day the drivers refused to go anywhere 
near Broom Street. On the afternoon of the third day the manager from the 
taxi company, with cops in tow, came to the Cooper sisters’ house. As 
usual the sisters were sitting on the front porch. When the cops got out of 
the car they immediately recognized Dorothy and Janet Cooper. They 
both tipped their hats and bowed their heads in a silent respectful 
salutation. The Cooper Sisters smiled. The taxi manager noticed this but 
couldn’t quite formulate the question in his own mind. Why were these 
two white cops treating these old Black women with such respect? The 
taxi manager started up the steps, one of the cops put his arm in the way 
and stopped him. “What do you want us to do?”  Asked the cop. “I want 
you to lock these two up!” snapped the taxi manager. “For what?” “For 
wrecking my taxis!” The manager exclaimed. “Can you prove that sir?” 
asked the cop. “They told me no taxis would be allowed on the Hilltop, 
they said they were going to wreck my taxis, they said it right in my 
office! Now lock their black asses up!” bellowed the frustrated manager. 
“Calm down sir,” replied the cop. He turned to the Cooper sisters. “Miss 
Dorothy, are you responsible for the wrecked taxis?” he asked 
respectfully. “Honey, I’m over sixty years old,” the older Cooper sister 
replied sweetly. “She’s full of shit,” the taxi manager snarled. “Shut up!” 
yelled the cop. The cop then turned his full attention to the taxi manager. 
“Listen, if we try to lock these ladies up those guys across the street on the 
corner are going to be a real problem. What’s more if we do lock them up, 
you may as well close down. You won’t be able to put a taxi on the street 
anywhere in the whole city. My advice to you, sir, is that you reach some 
accommodation with these ladies.” With that, the cops bid the Cooper 
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sisters a good afternoon and admonished them to behave, waved to the 
young men on the corner across the street, jumped in their cruiser and 
sped off.  

The taxi manager was dumbfounded; he stood there for a moment 
looking around not quite knowing what to do. His eyes rested on the 
young men across the street and he could feel that ‘what you doing 
around here white boy’ vibe. He turned to the Cooper sisters visibly 
shaken. “You alright fool, unless we say otherwise,” stated Janet firmly. 
The taxi manager steadied himself. “Okay, what do I have to do to settle 
this?” “The first thing you have to do is fire that driver,” answered Janet 
before he could finish asking. “That man has a family,” pleaded the 
manager. “He should have thought of that before he called us niggers,” 
replied Janet; “and you should have thought of that before you brushed us 
off,” she added. The taxi manager hung his head. “That’s not all,” said 
Janet. His head snapped back up. “We want a written apology, we want 
you to do something nice for us so we know your apology is sincere, and 
we want to see more Black drivers,” demanded Janet Cooper. “We have 
Black drivers,” defended the taxi manager. “On day shift where the 
money is,” countered Janet.  The taxi company manager could barely 
conceal his contempt. “You ladies are asking, for a lot. It wasn’t that big—
“ Janet cut him off.  “Y’all the ones messed up, you can do what we ask 
and fix this.” Dorothy leaned forward and caught the taxi manager’s 
attention. “Or you can go to hell, and another taxi company will have to 
service the city,” she added sternly.  

After a little more back and forth the taxi company manager 
acquiesced to the Cooper sisters’ demand. They got their letter of apology, 
the driver was fired, more Black drivers were placed on day shift, and for 
a month the Coopers sisters had a taxi at their disposal free of charge. 
Taxis once again served the city including the Hilltop area free of incident. 
 



William D. White: Response to Nature 
by Nancy Carol Willis 

Artist, Illustrator, and 

muralist, William D. 

White (1896-1971),  

enjoyed roaming the 

parks and woodlands 

of his native Delaware 

with a pencil and 

sketchbook. This 

painting of Brandy-

wine Valley’s rolling 

hills represents the 

best of the Regionalist 

style painting, begun 

in the Midwest in the 

late 1920s by Thomas 

Hart Benton, Grant 

Wood and others. 

What interested these 

artists were the places, people and events of their homelands. They depicted subject 

matter that was easily understood by ordinary people, in contrast to the Modernist 

paintings of Picasso, Matisse and others introduced at the 1913 Armory Show.  

William D. White never married and lived the last 30 years of his live as a recluse in a 

primitive house without electricity. Many of his artworks depicted a centrally-placed 

dead tree, as though it were a metaphor for his own solitary life. In some landscapes, 

White included a tiny figure dominated by mammoth formations (painting, opposite 

page), perhaps to 

communicate the 

insignificance of 

the individual 

compared with 

the grandness of 

nature.  

 



William D. White
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Business and pleasure may never mix, 
but the reasons may be beyond anyone’s reach 

 
From The Plague Child 

A Fractured Tango 
by Franetta McMillian 
 
I met with Terrance Lockerbie from Tempest a week later. According to my 

research, Lockerbie was a mid-level negotiator, which meant either the seer's plant 
was a lower priority for Tempest than it was for Ruby Biotech, or they thought our 
tribe would be a pushover. 

It was the latter. Tempest had purchased themselves a place at the bargaining 
table by bribing several tribal and Protectorate officials. If anyone had taken a serious 
look at Tempest’s record, they would have been laughed out of the territory. Several 
years ago, they had bribed their way into indigenous lands on the northwestern coast 
of Africa for the rights to harvest a plant that helped cure diabetes. Most of the 
tribespeople there had yet to see one credit from that deal. The Tribal Councils might 
have lived in luxury; but the rank and file were destitute. 

Mr. Lockerbie scheduled our meeting in the evening at a swank dinner and 
dancing club in the ritzier section of the city, the sort of place where marriage 
proposals were made. Make sure you dress, he playfully admonished me, as if I'd be 
stupid enough to show up in tribal face-paint. I chose a stylish, but plain black 
cocktail dress which I accented with some traditional jewelry. I wore minimal 
Modern style make-up and dressy, but comfortable shoes. I didn't want to give the 
impression of being his hired girl. 

Tempest sent a limo to my small apartment to collect me. Mr. Lockerbie was 
not in the limo; he would meet me at the club. The chauffeur directed my attention to 
all sorts of Modern goodies: wine as expensive as gold, chocolate truffles sprinkled 
with gold dust. No thank you, I said politely. I needed to keep my stomach settled and 
my head clear. 

A hostess met me at curbside as the chauffeur was helping me out of the car. 
"Lahk'ti?" she asked. 

I nodded. 
She looked me over so thoroughly I wondered if I had under-dressed. She 

eyed my worn briefcase. Was I some sort of low-budget spy? "Mr. Lockerbie is 
waiting for you in Booth 1. Come. I'll show you." 

The private booths were on the second floor. Maybe Tempest was more 
serious about the seer's plant than I thought. Usually those booths had to be reserved 
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several months in advance. I didn't think your average mid-level negotiator had the 
expense account for that.  

The hostess opened the door and Mr. Lockerbie was seated at the table. I don't 
know what I expected a Mr. Lockerbie to look like—I could find no clear pictures of 
him online and the name sounded slightly humorous to me—but I definitely did not 
expect anyone like the man seated at that table. He was disarmingly, stunningly, and 
dangerously handsome with his rich mocha skin, lively hazel eyes, and thick wavy 
black hair. My people sang epics about gods who looked like him. 

My breath hitched in my throat. I felt light-headed. I was so distracted by his 
looks that I forgot to be angry when he butchered his native greeting and massacred 
the pronunciation of my name. "No, Mr. Lockerbie," I said blushing, "the pitch of 
your voice should rise at the end. We greet each other as the sun greets the new day." 

"My apologies," he said in English. "Your language is very tonal and I'm not 
very musical. My Mandarin sucks for the same reason." 

"My Mandarin is passable." 
He walked up to me, bowed slightly, then kissed my hand. "With a speaking 

voice as lovely as your own, I bet you it's far better than passable." He winked. 
I felt the heat rise to my face once more. I took a deep breath. I had to keep my 

head together. 
He showed me to my seat and pulled out the chair for me. As I sat, he touched 

the small of my back. 
"You have what Americans call 'the Sight'," I observed. 
"Yes, I do," he affirmed, smiling slightly. "Although I'm not all that strong." 
He was telling the truth; he wasn't. In fact, he was a featherweight compared 

to Ajana Taynor-Blunt. He had just enough of the gift to keep his soul from turning 
to ice. But I wasn't attracted to Ajana; I was attracted to Terrance Lockerbie. The gift 
along with his looks made him instantly endearing. 

"What can I get you to drink?" he asked. "I'm having a gin and tonic, but I 
know you like to avoid alcohol." 

"Water," I replied, my throat suddenly dry. 
"Carbonated or no?" 
"No." 
He summoned a server by pressing a button underneath the table. She 

appeared almost instantly, took my order for water, left, and then reappeared in a 
flash. 

I took a sip. It was that hyper-filtered water Moderns liked to drink. Cold and 
clear, but utterly without character, like it was only pretending to be water. The glass 
it came in was pretty though, a work of art, long-stemmed like a wine glass and 
shaped like an orchid. 

"How long have you been the tribal advocate?" asked Mr. Lockerbie. 
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"I am not the tribal advocate. There are six of us. Two deal with matters within 
the Protectorate while the rest focus on international cases." 

"But it's a cushy position. You're on vacation six months out of the year." He 
smiled, showing his dimples. 

"It's not vacation," I corrected. "Six months out of the year I simply work out of 
my village. It is a welcome change of scenery, but I hardly have any time off." 

"I travel all the time," said Mr. Lockerbie. He sounded very tired. 
"That must be exhausting." 
"It is," he said, sighing. 
"Do you miss your family?" I asked. I knew he was divorced, but still thought 

he got to see his family on occasion. 
"I have no family if you're talking about a wife of my own and children." He 

let loose a pitiful little laugh. "I barely have enough time to spend the money I make." 
I asked if I might see the menu. He said he had taken the liberty of ordering 

something for me. He hoped I didn't mind, but it was a dish he had to request 
several days in advance, one I was sure to enjoy. 

I was doubtful. "Really? What is it?" 
He smiled again. That smile was disarming. It could cause you to walk into a 

snake pit if you weren't careful. "It's a surprise." 
I asked if he wished to discuss his company's proposal. 
"No Lahk'ti," he replied (I noticed his pronunciation was correct this time 

which made me wonder if he had bungled my name on purpose before.) "I prefer 
pleasure before business." 

"Pleasure..." I repeated uneasily. The word had a bitter taste. 
"You are a beautiful woman...as well as smart and accomplished. I'd like to get 

to know you." 
Well. So that's what Mr. Lockerbie was about. It wasn't the first time 

something like this had happened. Many foreign male negotiators had it in their 
heads that a night with a native woman would somehow save them from themselves 
and that the way to a good business deal was somewhere between my legs. But so far 
none of them had looked like Terrance. "Mr. Lockerbie," I said firmly, gathering all 
my resolve. "Let's be professional. Please." 

He reached under the table and placed his hand on my knee. My mind knew 
perfectly well what he was doing was wrong, but my body felt something else 
entirely. The heat rushed to my face for the third time in less than thirty minutes. 
"Lahk'ti," he whispered, "I would prefer to be human." He switched to my native 
tongue. His fluency wasn't perfect, but it was far better than he first let on. "I know 
the life of a bridge is lonely. You belong everywhere and nowhere all at once. I know 
your tribe forbids you to marry or have children, to even be around children for any 
length of time unless they have been called to be bridges like you. You perform a 
sacred function for your people, yet you sacrifice so much." 
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I was stunned. How could he have read me so well? "But you planned this," I 
said when I finally managed to catch my breath. "You just said you had to order our 
food days in advance." 

"I simply did my research," he countered. "As did you. You have a reputation 
for being nothing but thorough. You probably know every pertinent personal detail 
there is to know about me. So you know I had a family once, but the demands of my 
job tore that apart. You know I no longer have custody of my children. You know I 
work hard, but I'm still mid-level and how frustrating that is for me." 

It was true. I did know most of those things—except about the loss of access to 
his children. (I'd found records of the protracted custody battle, but not its 
resolution.) But I had learned those things only to protect myself and my people. I 
had never thought to use such knowledge against him personally. 

The server arrived with our food—and just in the nick of time, too, because 
only then did Mr. Lockerbie remove his hand from my knee. He had ordered the 
traditional tribal dish to celebrate the fullness of the moon. I was missing that 
ceremony and it was one of my favorites. When the server placed my plate in front of 
me, I didn't know whether to be joyful or angry. I was joyful because Mr. Lockerbie 
had done enough research to serve the dish on the right night at precisely the right 
time, but angry because he was only serving it because his company wanted 
something. 

"Dig in," he said. 
I took a bite. It was perfect. I grinned like a Modern child with a double-scoop 

ice cream cone. 
"So it's spicy enough for you?" he asked. "I told them not to skimp on the 

peppers." 
"It's wonderful," I said, and I was telling the truth. 
"Mine is not as spicy," he confessed. "I've built up quite an exotic food 

tolerance during my travels, but that stuff sets my stomach on fire." 
"I guess it's different when you've grown up with it." 
"Yes, it is." 
We ate the rest of our meal in silence. All the while I could feel Terrance 

watching me, but the intent behind his gaze was hard to read. Did he really find me 
as beautiful as I found him or was he just planning his next move? 

"You don't trust me," he said suddenly. 
"It is my job to be cautious, Mr. Lockerbie. Your company has not always 

behaved honorably." 
"True," he admitted, "true. But I am not my company now." 
"Who are you, then?" 
"I am Terrance, a tired and lonely man who is for all practical purposes 

without a country. And if I don't make this deal, there's a good chance I may be 
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without a company as well. These days a company may be more powerful than a 
country, but a company cannot be your home." 

I did not know what to say. His speech was like a spike through my heart, but 
I wasn't sure if I was reacting to his words or my petty lust. I reached across the table 
for his hand, not as a romantic gesture, but simply to get a deeper read of what was 
in his soul. At first he fought me, but then he relaxed. 

You speak the truth, I thought to him. 
I'm sick of lying, Lahk'ti. Besides: you would see through me in a heartbeat. 
That's when he untangled his hand from mine, reached into his briefcase 

hidden behind his chair, and produced Tempest's proposal. As I suspected, it was a 
tome. I quickly thumbed through it. Pages and pages of trap doors and blind alleys 
in the form of tiny print. 

"It doesn't look promising," said Terrance, noting my less than enthusiastic 
expression. But he didn't sound disappointed, just resigned. 

Still, I felt the urge to spare his feelings. "If you have done your research, you 
know I don't make snap decisions. I will read this over, then present it to the Council 
of Elders, and they will decide." 

He asked if I wanted dessert. I passed. He told me the house band would 
begin their first set soon. Did I care to dance? The private booths weren't nearly full. 
We'd practically have the entire floor to ourselves. I said: what's the harm? 

The house band was playing tango that night. Three couples besides us had 
reserved private booths. One was an elderly couple celebrating their 50th wedding 
anniversary; the two younger couples were on their honeymoons. The younger 
couples were foreign: one was French and the other hailed from the American Pacific 
Coast Region. The elderly couple were locals and they were effusive and chatty. 
Since Terrance and I were a man and a woman out on a lovely evening, they 
assumed we were a couple, too. They wanted to hear our story. 

I didn't want to disappoint them by revealing that we were only having a 
business meeting, so I just smiled. Terrance, however, felt the need to give them the 
story they were hankering for. "This is my wife," he proclaimed in passable 
Portuguese, "and we've been through a rough patch. I'm trying to woo her back." 

"That is so sweet," said the woman. "May the full moon bring you luck." 
I blushed, which probably made Mr. Lockerbie’s fib feel that much truer in her 

eyes. 
Our dancing helped further that impression. At first we were awkward 

because we both wanted to lead, but then Mr. Lockerbie thought to me, Relax, Lahk'ti. 
I won't do anything you don't want. The band is excellent. Let's not waste their gift of music 
on our distrust. 

He had a point. So I closed my eyes and fell into the music and once we agreed 
to let it lead us, our bodies stopped fighting each other.  The deep chemistry that 
resulted took us both by surprise. 
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"It's getting late," I said abruptly, "perhaps I should be going." 
"I'll call the limo," he said. 
He went back to the booth to grab our briefcases and settle accounts with the 

club; then he escorted me down the stairs to the limo. The chauffeur held open the 
door for us and we both climbed inside. 

"To your apartment?" he asked. Though he was striving to maintain some 
sense of professional detachment, I could plainly sense the longing and pathos in his 
voice. He didn't want the night to end, and, truth be told, neither did I. 

I took entirely too long to respond. I, of course, knew the proper answer to his 
question: Yes, I'd like to go home—now, as firmly as possible. Our relationship was 
supposed to be strictly business; for gods' sake, the man was my adversary. But then 
there was the matter of his lovely hazel eyes, the way our bodies fit together once 
we'd decided to stop fighting and start dancing, and the fact I'd read his soul and 
found his loneliness mirrored my own. We'd traversed between worlds so much, we 
had no true home. "Yes," I finally replied, but it came out more like a sigh. 

"Are you sure?" Now his voice sounded slightly hopeful. 
"I am sure," I confirmed, and reached for his hand. 
So the limo dropped us off at my place and he dismissed the driver for the 

night. When we entered my modest dwelling, I began a rambling apology for it, 
certain that he was used to much more luxurious accommodations. He silenced me 
with a kiss. We didn't even make it to the bedroom. The living room floor was closer. 

Our lovemaking ran the gamut. It began as bestial and raw, leisurely strolled 
through sweet and tender, and finally climaxed in that rare place where two people 
find their completion in each other if only for the whisper of a moment. 

He left just before noon the next day. "Let me know the Council's decision on 
the proposal," were his last spoken words to me. 

 
I had almost a month before I was scheduled to return to my village and I did 

not waste it fretting over my night with Terrance Lockerbie. I knew what I had done 
was wrong, but I couldn't undo it. All I could do was make a vow never to do it 
again. I would perform the rituals of restitution when I returned to my village. 

Besides: I didn't have the time to worry. I had many other proposals to read 
and consider before I met with the Council. 

Just before that period among the Moderns was over, Terrance Lockerbie sent 
a message to my private inbox. I thought it was merely a follow-up e-mail 
strategically timed for my return to my tribe, but this message had nothing to do 
with business. Lahk'ti, it said, thank you for a lovely night on Earth. T 

Normally e-mails don't come with strong feelings attached, but after I read 
those words, I felt like I'd been punched in the gut. Something was wrong. 

I remembered after he left the Protectorate, Terrance was to spend a couple of 
months in Beijing Dome. I scanned the news streams for his name. 
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I didn't find any mention of him specifically, but buried in the police chatter 
was the fractured tale of an American businessman recently found hanging from the 
ceiling of a suite in a five-star hotel. He'd left no note and had taken care to trash 
every electronic device he owned. Somehow I knew that businessman was Terrance. 

I burst into tears. I'd given my body to a man who'd become a ghost.  
 
 
 

                                                                                                          Roldan West 



Roldan West
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Phillip Bannowsky 
 
From Jacobo the Turko, a work-in-progress 
 
Uncle Pops on the Human Biome 
  
Sparks a blunt, tokes, and speaks. 
 
For windows I paint murky ultramarine:  
the sea that made us, 
and in the shadows of the skyline, 
Africa, that made us human. 
 
Life contaminated with life, not sterile 
like bowels scoured by antibiotics— 
Spidahs fro Babylon, mon! 
They think it’s shit,  
we’re shit. 
Ha, that’s why I hafta grow and sell shit. 
 
I paint with pigments 
cave men dug from dirty earth and blew on  
cathedral walls with animal bones: umber,  
ocher, amber, brown and  
black as the darkness on the deep, where 
the sea’s mother cells closed first into a globe  
and trapped some strange euglena from a random current, 
a crumb from God’s table, 
a brother from another mother: 
the microbiome universal. 
 
Begat the blessed bacteria of mother Africa,  
baptized on every continent from Eden’s braided rivers  
and deposited in the delta of a woman’s hair.  
There you nurse first, at birth; 
there when you  
crazy sexy,  
you go down. 
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Men’s, women’s breath, the emanation of skin and gland, 
the exhalation of the biomass seduce  
delivery of a chromosomal love note. 
Hell, mother’s milk feeds more  
the biome than the baby, and  
biotas, in evolutionary trade,  
balance their zoology: some decline, some  
multiply, and baby thrives, the darling of the lovers driven  
crazy by a trillion teensy clinging conjoined twins. 
 
Think you there’s a doorless death  
between the sons of Adam and the vermin we cohabit with? 
Between our dreaming brains and dancing bodies? 
Between the universe before, begetting stars,  
and what we be now,  
begetting each other in the cosmic gut,   
venting with every thought  
a filament of fumes 
from the first  
spark?   
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End of the World

Professor
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By the time I graduated from high school in 1962 I had decided to be a writer. 
After I’d graduated I set the old early 20th century Underwood typewriter my 
uncle had bought for me on the kitchen table of my parents’ house in Richardson 
Park and hunted and pecked out a batch of short stories, chiefly under the spell of 
writers I’d had recently read: J. D. Salinger, Truman Capote, Ayn Rand, 
Alexander King and Henry Miller, among a few others. Before the year ended I 
cranked out about a half dozen stories, and each one I sent to The New Yorker, 
which had been a favorite magazine in the household for as long as I could 
remember. Each story I sent out came back with a rejection slip in almost exactly 
two weeks, like clockwork. There was one exception. One of those stories took three 
weeks to return with a rejection slip. For a week I was hopeful. A couple of years 
after that rejection, I spruced up that one story a little and submitted it to 
NGOGN, which was the literary magazine of Wesley College, where I was a 
student and in the 1966 issue it became my first published short story. That was 
fifty years ago. Now fifty years later, I’ve decided to republish it as a testament to 
little more than perseverance and my persistent stubbornness in thinking I could 
really succeed as an author.  
 Here, unchanged is that story, fifty years later: 

 
I Want To Be Like The Music 
by Steven Leech 
 
I like to know what makes people tick. I think that some people appear to 
be this or that, and yet I tend to think that people are basically the same 
somehow. Because of this interest in people I like to psychoanalyze 
people, if you can all what I do psychoanalysis. Really I don’t do anything 
to them. I just listen to them and formulate in my mind whatever I think it 
is that’s wrong with them. That’s all I really can do because I don’t have a 
college degree or anything. I can’t advise these people because I just don’t 
have the qualified knowledge. What I do instead is to put this down on 
paper like I’m doing here. But this particular case is different and because 
of the circumstances involved I’m bringing it to you in this fashion. 
 I had just gotten off duty on that unusually cold day in the dead of 
winter. The park in the city was covered with snow. Everything was white 
except the path on which I was walking. The tall buildings through the 
murky air of falling snowflakes stood cold but proud because of their 
ability to radiate warmth inward to their in habitants. I had only street 
shoes on and they crunched over the black snow. I walked very 
deliberately so as not to slip. 
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 On the day in question I took my walk at the same time and over 
the same route as always. I sat on the same bench, provided it was empty. 
I sat back as I always did and thought about things in a mood of solemn 
nostalgia. Many times I was never aware of anything happening around 
me and that day was no different. I was thinking and suddenly a voice out 
of nowhere asked, “What’s wrong mister? Are you deaf or something?” 
 “Uh,” I said to the man sitting next to me. 
 His hair seemed to be disheveled under a stocking cap that was 
pulled down over his ears. He had about a three day’s beard and his eyes 
were the prominent feature of a very red face. His clothes were old, dirty 
and worn, but consisted of bright colors. Along side his torn shoes was a 
carpetbag of an orange color with yellow blocks passing across it 
diagonally. I noticed it because I had never seen many men carrying one. I 
supposed it must have his belongings in it. 
 I had a terrible cold that made breathing and smelling difficult. I 
probably was a good thing because I most likely could not have stood the 
foul smell which I was sure this man emitted. 
 “Boy,” he said, “I’m sure glad you said something. I thought I 
latched onto something that wasn’t alive. What would people think if they 
saw a guy talking to a man and without the other man saying nothing and 
then leave him? They’d think I was a nut or something.” 
 The man pronounced his words very clearly but his grammar 
wasn’t anything to talk about. I could see the fatigue in his eyes and he 
looked as if he hadn’t slept for days. He probably couldn’t go to sleep 
because he had nowhere to say warm. 
 “Gee whiz,” he continued, “you sure are a natty dresser. Why that 
overcoat must cost you sixty bucks. And those shoes are so shiny that you 
can see your face in them. I don’t know what’s under that overcoat but I 
bet it’s expensive.” 
 I said nothing. I was somewhat surprised by his honesty. 
 “I bet you live in a big mansion with maids and butlers and glass 
chandeliers and spiral stairways and all.” 
 “No, I don’t,” I said. “I live in an apartment.” 
 “You must make a lot of money.” 
 “I make a living.” 
 “That’s more than I make. I guess you already figured that out.” 
 “Yes,” I said and paused a moment. “Tell me about you.” 
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 I didn’t suspect anything that he said would be unusual until now. 
Everything he said gave me a funny feeling. 
 “First I think you should know my name. It’s Ralph, what’s your?” 
I told him and he continued, “Oh, I’m glad to know you.” 
 He took a wad of chewing gum from behind his ear and put it in 
his mouth and began to chew it.  
 “I guess you’re sort of wondering why I’m like this. Well, the 
reason is . . . I don’t know. I could be a movie star because I have the looks 
and ability to be one. I’m just lazy I guess. I don’t know though. I get 
enough sleep and everything. Maybe that’s the reason. They say you can 
be tired if you get too much sleep. Who knows? All I know is that one day 
I found myself, all of a sudden, on the outside world with no way of 
facing it.” 
 He rambled on telling me about his childhood. He told me some 
things I thought I could never believe. He told me how he was a poor 
student in school and how all the kids made fun of him for no apparent 
reason. He told me how he got mixed up with a street gang and about all 
the petty crimes they committed. He had a broken nose to show for it.  
 “I don’t know,” he added. “Things just happen. You know what I 
mean? It’s not that jobs are so hard to find. It’s just that I never tried.” 
 “Then how do you get money to live?”  
 “Money? I don’t have money. I sleep in a hallway or a telephone 
booth and I steal my food. 
 “Mister, you could never count the times that I wanted to make 
something of myself. I’ve always sat around on a warm day and listened 
to the sounds of the city and wanted to be part of them. Believe me, I 
vowed so many times that I would make something out of myself. I said 
to myself that I could be great and I could be on television and even have 
a show of my own. But now the cold air has made my face rough and my 
voice crack and it’s no use any more. Sometimes I think the reason I don’t 
do nothing is because I have no purpose in life. I always said, ‘What’s the 
purpose or sense in working for money? It’ll never buy your friends’ 
respect or like that. It would buy you something that was phony and had 
fake written all over it.’ 
 “One time I thought I had a purpose about three years ago. You 
see, there was this girt that I like very much. I thought that if I impressed 
her I might make her like me. You’d think that a cause like that would 
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wake me up. But it didn’t. I just kept going my way and I lost her. Last I 
heard she got married. Goddamn it! 
Why the hell did she have to get married? Why couldn’t she wait?  
 “I wanted to be great so many times. I knew I could. I just knew it. 
It was inevitable. I wasn’t so smart but I sure liked music. I think I could 
even make a good disc jockey in a radio station. Man, I would only play 
the kind of music I liked . . . classical music. I like that kind of music. I’d 
go to a record store sometimes and pretend I’m going to buy a record just 
so I can play it in one of them booths. I’d listen to it for hours until the 
boss of the store got wise. Then he’d kick me out and call me scum. Me . . . 
I would listen to that intellectual stuff and that bastard call me scum. I’d 
steal one of those records but what good would it do me? I ain’t got 
nothing to play it on.” 
 Poor Ralph was grasping for pity but I wasn’t about to give him it 
to him. He just sat there and looked at me like a dog waiting for a 
handout. 
 “What’s wrong?” Ralph said. “Cat’s got your tongue? You ain’t 
hardly said a thing. Don’t you believe in talking? You look like a smart 
cookie. I might learn something from you. You never know.” 
 “Okay,” I said, “what do you want to talk about?” 
 He turned his head away and looked at the overcast sky. As he 
looked I could see a single snowflake fall and rest on his eyelash. It 
seemed to me that he could easily make it rich. He wouldn’t need to work. 
All he had to do was sit around and look sad. With a tin cup people 
couldn’t help but to fill it. 
 “Let’s talk about dreams . . . not daydreams . . . night dreams,” he 
blurted out. 
 “What about dreams?” I asked. 
 “Do you see yourself in dreams or are you yourself?” 
 “I don’t know. I never noticed.” 
 “Are your dreams in color or black and white?” 
 “Beats me. I don’t know.” 
 The subject of dreams I thought to be strange but to keep this most 
interesting person here I went along. 
 The air seemed to get colder and as the words came out of his 
mouth in a puff of steam the seemed to turn to ice and shatter into a 
thousand pieces. 
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 “I’ve never had many nightmares. I remember one where I was in 
school and these many colored birds came all around. They were around 
for many days and they made things brighter. Well, these birds, that were 
no bigger than sparrows, you know, began to go mad one day. You know 
what they did . . . these little birds? They began to pick people up with 
their beaks and carry them away. They took them all and I was the only 
one left.” He stopped abruptly. 
 “What happened?” I asked excitedly. 
 He shrugged, “I woke up.”  
 We both laughed. 
 “Oh, I’ve had happy dreams though. I have them all the time. I had 
one last night and the night before that and the night before that. I like the 
one I had last night. It was about this girl. I didn’t know who she was. But 
we sure had fun. She had everything but brains. But who looks for a 
brainy dame? Ha. Ain’t that funny? A brainy dame in a dream.” 
 When he laughed I had to turn away because his bad breath did 
manage to penetrate my cold.  
 “When I look back,” Ralph continued, “and remember some of the 
funny dreams they don’t seem funny anymore. I’ll laugh the whole day 
through about the dream I had that night and people will think I’m 
screwy and at the end of the day it isn’t funny anymore. I don’t have 
many of those. I wish I did. 
 “I also like exploring in dreams,” he stopped suddenly and looked 
at me funny. His eyes were boring into me. “Tell me about your dreams.” 
 “Ah . . . ,” I said searching for an answer, “I – I don’t dream much 
and when I do I never remember what about.” 
 “That’s too bad. It shows you’re not a stable person. Just think of all 
the kinds of dreams there are. There are happy dreams, sad dreams, 
frightening dreams, funny dreams, hateful dreams, informative dreams 
and day dreams,” he went on in a sing song manner. “Maybe someday 
they’ll put dreams in cans and sell them or maybe set dreams to music. Or 
even use them for target practice and shoot them full of holes or shoot 
them to the moon and bring them back and mend them.” 
 It was obvious that Ralph was not normal. Of course, it had been 
noticeable at the beginning of our meeting but now it seemed to be getting 
worse as time went on. I was starting to feel uncomfortable. I was pretty 
sure that he wouldn’t harm me in any way but I was afraid he might 
create a scene of some sort that might prove to be embarrassing. But there 
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was something about this uncomfortable feeling that I couldn’t quite put 
my finger on. It made me feel that I had, not butterflies, but bumblebees in 
my stomach. I think I should have wanted out, but the sense of adventure 
or whatever urged me to stay. 
 “To hell with dreams,” Ralph said with bravado. He turned and sat 
back on the bench and looked off into a hollow of trees in the distance. His 
eyes were wide and wild and the muscles in his cheeks were moving. 
 “Would you like a cigarette or something?” I ventured to ask. 
 “No.” 
 I said nothing more and tried looking off in the same general 
direction as he. I saw nothing and didn’t expect to. When I looked back at 
him, after a moment, it seemed to me that his expression was of restrained 
explosion. 
 While I sat there I looked down at his carpetbag. It stood there at 
his feet looking cold and barren somehow, but it seemed to brave the 
snowy weather. The snowflakes fell from the sky and as they landed on 
the exterior of it they melted into its inner warmth. It was odd, but I 
almost felt like taking my overcoat off and cover it. 
 Ralph must have seen me staring at it. 
 “Do you want to know about this carpetbag?” he asked with the 
same wild expression in his eyes. 
 “No,” I said wanting to mind my own business. 
 “Why?” 
 “I just don’t want to know about it.” 
 “Are you sure?” 
 “Yes.” 
 “Yeah, I bet you are. I bet you’re just itching to see what’s in that 
bag, ain’t you?” 
 “No.” 
 “I don’t object. Go ahead . . . look.” 
 “No, I don’t care to,” I insisted. 
 “But you must.” 
 “Look, Ralph, I don’t want to see what’s in your bag. That’s none of 
my business. Everything in there is yours. Your clothes of whatever are 
just none of my business.” 
 Ralph laughed out loud and I cringed a bit. 
 “These are the only clothes I own. The ones I have on.” 
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 “Well still,” I added, “what’s in there is none of my business. 
 “But I want to show you what’s in there. I insist.” 
 ”No!” 
 “Please,” he added. 
 It wasn’t so much a question of not wanting to see what was in the 
bag. I was afraid that whatever he happened to pull out of it might draw a 
crowd and the thing that I didn’t want was to be the center of attraction. I 
knew it would make one iota of a difference to Ralph. 
 “Please,” Ralph kept pleading. 
 I sat still for a moment and bit my lip while trying to make my 
decision. My curiosity was starting to bug me. 
 “Okay,” I sighed, “let’s see what you’ve got there.” 
 His face relaxed and he broke into a toothless grin. He opened the 
bag and fooled around in it with his hands seemingly arranging whatever 
it was he had in there in some kind of order. After a few minutes of this 
fooling around he produced an old pocket watch and held it before my 
eyes. 
 “This was my old man’s. Before I got lost I stole it from him. I 
thought it might come in handy. It was handy for a couple days until one 
morning I got up and found that it stopped working. Wouldn’t you know 
it? I steal something from my own father and it stops. He must have 
something against me.”  
 He threw the watch into the bag and started to dig again. 
 “You want to see what else I have??” he said while digging. I said 
nothing and he came up with an old tube of lipstick. 
 “This,” he started, “belonged to some girl I knew. I like to open it 
up and smell it once and a while. I don’t like to do it too often. The smell 
might go away, escape, and I don’t want to get tired of smelling it 
besides.” 
 He showed me a couple of old newspapers from different places in 
the country. These represent where I’ve been since I left home. I always 
like to save newspapers, especially when they mean something. 
 “This,” said Ralph holing up an empty popcorn box, “represents to 
only date I had with a girl. We both ate from it. 
 “I picked this up in Las Vegas,” he said showing me a silver dollar. 
 “This reminds me of when I was a kid,” he said holding up a toy 
fire engine. 
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 He went through about a dozen items. Each one represented a 
certain time, place or event. I couldn’t figure out why he saved all the 
things. Was it loneliness? Was he that sentimental? Did the world really 
treat him bad? I think, however, that if he gave them up he would be it 
worse shape than he now was. 
 “I want to show you something else,” he said pulling out an old 
photograph. “This is the girl I was talking about.” 
 ”Not bad,” was my understatement. 
 “Not bad? Pretty damn good, I’d say,” he added. 
 He put the picture back into the bag and pulled out what once was 
an old phonograph record jacket. I think it was Beethoven but I can’t be 
sure. 
 “I took this off an old record that was lying around the house. It’s 
my favorite piece of music. Every time I hear it I feel great and noble. 
Every time I played it I always wanted to be like the music. Do you ever 
get that feeling?” 
 “No,” I said to a very excited face. 
 He put the record cover back into the bag. He had nothing more to 
show me. 
 It was getting colder and the daylight was getting dimmer. My toes 
were numb and my ears began to sting. I grabbed the inside of my pockets 
and rolled them into my fists. I always hated the cold. 
 “Mister?” Ralph asked. 
 “What?” 
 “I’ll sell you this whole bag for ten dollars.” 
 “You’re kidding.” 
 “No, I’m serious.” 
 “No. I don’t want your bag.” 
 “Why?” 
 “I have no right.” 
 “I’m selling it to you. That’s right enough.” 
 “No it isn’t. And besides, what would I do with it? It’s more 
important to you than it is to me.” 
 “But I want to sell it. I need the money!” 
 “You need your sanity.” I didn’t mean to say it. It just popped out. 
 “What do you mean by that?” he shouted. 
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 “I’m sorry,” I said trying to calm him down. “I’m just sorry. That 
stuff, whether you know it or not, means a lot to you. If you give it up 
you’ll have nothing to hang onto.” 
 “It’s not that important to me. I need the money more than those 
things! Don’t you see?” 
 “No I don’t. Where will you get money after you’ve sold it? You 
need that bag to hang on.” 
 “Please Mister. Buy it from me?” 
 “No!” 
 “Please?” 
 “No!” 
 Our bickering back and forth went on for several minutes. We 
started to be noticed. A few people stopped to watch. 
 “Please mister, buy it from me. I need the money! I need it bad!” 
 Ralph got off the bench and got down on his knees in the cold, 
black slush and started to beg. 
 “Please mister? Buy it from me? Please?” 
 I couldn’t stand it. I looked at the crowd. Listen people, it’s not how 
it seems. It’s really not. 
 I stood up, took out a ten dollar bill and let it float to the ground. 
Then I took out my service revolver and shot the bum through the head. 
 Everything got bright all of a sudden and everything started to 
spin. I started to run. I could hear myself screaming. 
 “I wanted him to die happy! I wanted him to die happy!” 
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John Lofland’s “The Slave,  
or the Ways of Providence” 

 
What follows is a piece of activist prose fiction from John Lofland, Delaware’s 
first notable literary artist. We consider it an activist work of literary art because 
its publication coincided with two relevant historic events in Wilmington, 
Delaware. “The Slave, or the Ways of Providence” was published in the August 
18th and 24th 1848 edition of The Blue Hen’s Chicken, published in Wilmington. One 
of the two events occurring at the time was the trial of Thomas Garrett, 
Abolitionist and Underground Railway stationmaster in Wilmington, on the 
charge of harboring runaway slaves. The other event is living history, which was 
and still is the August Quarterly. In 1848, then known as the Big Quarterly, it 
was and still is the oldest Black religious celebration in the United States, 
commemorating the founding of the African-American UAME and AUMP 
church denominations in Wilmington in 1805. 
 The following story also demonstrates how well informed Lofland was 
with regards to revolutionary movements going on at the time on the continent 
of Europe. The substance of his writing echoes many of the pronouncements of 
contemporary continental revolutionary writers. 
 The following story had been thought to be lost, but found in a stray piece 
of microfilm at the University of Delaware Morris Library containing issues of 
The Blue Hen’s Chicken. It is from that source the following comes, and because 
the source is a photocopy of the original, the text comes with occasional lacunas, 
which does not detract from the essential story. 



John Lofland
  1798 – 1849
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More good reading from those who bring you DREAMSTREETS 

Readily Available from Amazon
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Features-
•Rockabilly Ridge with Michael Ace, 
 every last Saturday at 8am
•Beatlemania!!!, every last Saturday at 9am
•The Morrie Sims Show, every 1st Saturday at 8am
 followed by The Delaware Rock n’ Roll
 Hall of Fame
•The Club Baby Grand, every 1st Saturday at 9am
• Clifford’s Corner with Larry Williams, 
 Kitty Mayo, and guests, 
 every 2nd Saturday at 8am

. . . and at WVUD.org




